
Feta and Beet Bourekas

Serving:
16-18 small pastries

Type:
appetizer or side dish, dairy

Author:
Danielle Rehfeld Colen

Notes:

This recipe makes enough filling to make double the bourekas (2 boxes of
puff pastry). You can also use the leftover filling as a dip with raw
vegetables or crackers.

Ingredients:

Equipment:

2 parchment lined sheet trays



3 ½ inch Round pastry cutter or wide glass

Pastry Brush

Ingredients:

1 Package of frozen puff pastry* (containing 2 sheets or discs)

1 small-medium red beet (4-6 oz)

6 oz. good quality feta

1 garlic clove, peeled

Fine sea salt, to taste

1 egg yolk, plus 1 tbsp. cold water

1/2 Tbsp. each poppy seeds, black sesame, and or white sesame (optional)

For serving (optional):

Labane, 1 cup

Sumac, for dusting

Black pepper for dusting

Olive oil or Silan (date syrup) for drizzling

Directions:

Remove the puff pastry to thaw according to package directions.

Meanwhile, place the beet in a small pot and fill with cold water, covering
beet by 2 inches. Bring to a boil and simmer until the beet is tender when
pierced with a knife. Remove, peel and allow to cool completely. (This
maybe done a few days before and allowed to chill in the refrigerator
covered in plastic.) You should use only 3 1/2-4 oz of the beet to make the
mixture.



Cut the beet in 4.

Rough cut the garlic clove.

Break the feta into a few pieces.

Add all to a food processor and pulse a few times to break up the
ingredients. Blend until smooth and bright fuchsia.

Season to taste with sea salt and give it another good few pulses, scraping
down to make sure the mixture is seasoned well. Set aside.

Prepare a small bowl of cold water and in another small bowl, beat the egg
yolk and 1 Tbsp. cold water.

Place the seeds in a small bowl, and set all three aside.

If you are using rectangular puff pastry that is folded into 3 sections, cut
the down the length of each fold quickly and precisely. Then cut each
section into 3 squares**.

If using round puff pastry discs, cut rounds quickly using cutter or glass,
transferring each to the parchment lined sheet trays. Place half of the cut
bourekas dough in the fridge while working with the other batch.

Using a regular teaspoon, place a heaping half teaspoon of filling in the
center of each round or square. You need less thank you think. Dip the tip
of your finger into the cold water and run it around the border of a few
bourekas. This will help to seal them.

Seal each bourekas: If you are working with circles, lift one up and fold
into a half moon. Using the border you left, seal starting in the center and
work your way towards the two ends, one at a time.*** If you added too
much filling, it will be difficult.

Seal the bourekas, remembering that you can always place them in the
fridge for 10 minutes if they feel too soft or sticky. Finish one tray then
place in the fridge and complete the other half. If using squares, bring two
diagonal tips together to form a triangle and seal starting in the center
and working your way down each side one at a time.

Carefully brush each with egg wash and sprinkle with seeds.



At this point you may freeze them on a sheet tray and transfer to Ziploc
bags once frozen or you can place them in the fridge while preheating the
oven.

Preheat the oven according to package directions.

Bake in the center rack for 15-20 minutes (fresh) or 20-25 minutes from
frozen. They should be golden brown and puffed. Make sure the dough is
not raw.

Serve piping hot on their own or on a plate of labane decorated with
sumac, black pepper and either olive oil or silan (date syrup) for
something both tangy and sweet.

Tips:

Tips and working puff pastry:

*If at any point the pastry feels sticky, transfer to the fridge or freezer for
at least 10 minutes to before working with it. You want it to be very cold,
and just pliable.

If it’s frozen it will crack and break, if it’s too warm, it means the butter is
melting and can create little holes. I find it easiest to work with half the
dough while the other rests in fridge.

**If you need a little help making squares, fold the top left corner of the
rectangle down into a triangle. This will actually be the shape of your
bourekas and also make a square. Go ahead and make a cut now that you
have your square.

***If you have mounded the filling high, you may need to tuck the filling in
to best seal it.

Keep a paper towel close by to wipe off your fingers as you work. I find a
really easy way to fix this is to dip you finger in water and press down on
the beet mix slightly before you begin the sealing process. Do this with all
the filling before starting.


